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Greetings from organizing team of IACTACON-2021(Virtual).
Indian Association of Cardiovascular Anaesthesiologists (IACTA) is happy to announce the
24 annual conference IACTACON-2021(V) on 27th and 28th of February, 2021. IACTA is an
association of cardiovascular anaesthesiologists and has been conducting annual conference since
its inception in 1997 all across the country. COVID pandemic and flight restriction have forced not
to conduct the physical conference in 2021. Looking at the interest and importance of annual
conference, IACTA is conducting annual conference of 2021 on a virtual platform. The scientific
scheduled has been designed to cover the topics related to cardiac anaesthesia and the speakers
have been involved across India and overseas also. The scientific program includes guest lectures
followed by a panel discussion which will be participated by the presidents of international cardiac
anaesthesia societies (one from each continent).
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The virtual platform gives an advantage that more and more delegates can attend the scientific
sessions as there is no need to travel and one need not to leave work place. There is no
registration fee for delegates. Our recently organized virtual TEE workshop in Aug. 2020 was
attended by more than 8,000 delegates. This gives us a confidence that IACTACON-2021 this
number will cross five digits mark. Organizing team has made arrangement for the trade and
industry to showcase their products during the online live telecast in the form of showing the logo,
still pictures or even small videos in between the lectures. We invite the trade and industry also to
take part in the conference and get a chance to interact with such a large number of delegates
across the globe.
IACTA executive members and Indian College of Cardiac Anaesthesia (an academic wing of
IACTA) have worked like a host team to present the quality scientific lectures and surely it will be a
academic feast for the delegates. We have applied for CME credit hours for this conference as well.
For suggestions, quarries and comments, please write to our email: iactacon21@gmail.com
With best regards…

Organizing team, IACTACON-2021
Email: iactacon21@gmail.com; Website: www.iacta.co.in

Scientific Program: 27.02.2021 (Saturday)

Scientific Program: 28.02.2021 (Sunday)

Conference webpage:
https://mediknit.org/iacta/live-broadcasts/iactacon2021
Registration help:
info@mediknit.org; Mob.: +91 7899723391
Scientific program:
Mr. Manoj: +91 98955 19551
Conference email:
iactacon21@gmail.com

